Monday 22nd June 2020
This week we would like you to read the story ‘Commotion in the Ocean’ Giles Andreae.
You might have this already at home. It is a collection of poems so you don’t need to read
them all at the same time. It looks like this:

If you don’t have this, you can watch a YouTube video of the story here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pRhgZ8Jffs

This week we are going to be thinking about money. You will need to gather together as
many coins as you can find. We will be using them to make pictures and playing some
shop games.

Activity 1: Fill a fish outline with coins.

Before you start:
• Collect some coins
• Draw a fish outline on a piece of paper – make it as big or as small as you like
Use the coins to fill your fish outline. Think about the different colours and sizes of the
coins. Which one would be good for an eye? Can you make a spotty fish? Or a stripy one?
Look closely at the coins and see if you can see any numbers on them.
Challenge:
Say how much money each coin is worth. Use just pennies to make your fish. How much
money have you used? Now use 2p coins. How much money have you used now?

Activity 2: Make your own sea creature coin pictures

Before you start:
• Collect the coins that you used to fill the fish outline.
Make your own sea creature out of coins. Have a look through the book for ideas – there
are lots of different creatures – a crab, an octopus, a whale, a seahorse etc… Take a photo
of your sea creature, we’d love to see them!
Challenge:
Work out how much money you have used in total to make your sea creature. This could
be tricky, it might help to sort the coins into piles that are all the same before you count
them. You could also find a total for each coin and then add all the totals together. Or you
might think of another way to do it.

Activity 3: Aquarium – Make a fish price list and choose which fish to put in
your aquarium.

Before you start:
• Print or draw some pictures of different sea creatures – fish, octopus, crabs,
seahorse, dolphin, etc…
• Decide how much money each creature is going to cost and write a price label
• Collect the coins you used to make your sea creatures
• Find a plain piece of paper and draw a large rectangle to be your aquarium

Choose a fish to put in your aquarium. Look at the price label and read the number, Find
the right coin (or coins) to give to the shopkeeper and then put your fish in your
aquarium. Repeat this until you are happy with the amount of creatures in your
aquarium.
Challenge:
Choose two creatures each time. Add the price labels together and give the shopkeeper

Activity 4: When you go to the sea it’s nice to have an ice cream. Ice cream
tasting – families favourite flavour/sauce/sprinkles etc…

Before you start:
• Get a couple of different flavours of ice cream. Or one flavour and some toppings
like hot chocolate powder, hundreds and thousands, crushed up cornflakes,
chocolate chips, strawberries or raspberries, raisins, ice cream sauce etc…
Scoop some of each ice cream into your bowl. Add some toppings if you have some. Talk
to your family about your ice cream and which part you like the best.

Challenge:
Give your family pictures that represent the different flavours of ice cream or the
different toppings. Ask them which is their favourite and ask them to give you the
matching picture. Which flavour/topping is the most popular? Which is the least popular?

Activity 5: Ice cream shop

– make a price list, sell your ice creams to your family

Before you start:
• Decide what flavours/toppings you are going to sell in your ice cream shop.
• Make a price list
• Collect some coins to pay for your ice cream
Choose what you are going to buy from the shop. Give the shop keeper the right amount
of money. Eat your ice cream before it melts! Now have a go at being the shopkeeper. Ask
your family what they would like and tell them how much it will cost. Check that they
have given you the right money.
Challenge: Use the information that you gathered yesterday about the most popular
flavours and toppings to set up your ice cream shop. If no-one liked raisins on their ice
cream you won’t need to put them in your shop.
If someone gives you too much money work out how much change they will need.
You could also use playdough to make an ice cream shop and have sequins or buttons
as toppings and wool as a sauce.

Other useful resources:
Youtube Videos / Songs
Ice cream shop song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KbrSWbuWtmc
Ice cream number song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLeoPWW_qz
Money song with 1p, 2p,5p and 10p coins
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dFzAU3u06Ps
British coins song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHkUPDjum_E

